CASE STUDY

Lea din g Onlin e Orderin g & Deliver y
Platform Acceleratin g Analysis of
521K Daily Orders with Starburst
Why an online ordering and delivery
giant with a growing cloud data lake

The deployment currently involves:

switched from Open Source Trino on

• 2 production clusters in
the cloud

Amazon EMR to Starburst Enterprise.

• Additional on-demand clusters

The country’s leading online and mobile food ordering and

• 10,000 daily queries

delivery marketplace operates in over 2,200 U.S. cities and
London. The company processes 521,000 daily orders and
serves 19.3 million active diners.
This activity drives tremendous data growth. To remain the
leader in an increasingly competitive market, especially after
the pandemic-fueled uptick in mobile ordering, the company
needs to make its data available immediately for internal
analysis. The firm streams data into an AWS data lake, but after
Open Source Trino failed to deliver the necessary performance
and efficiency, the company chose to deploy

• 100% of data in Amazon S3

100%
of data in S3

10,000
daily inquiries

• 250 TBs of data processed daily
• Parquet, ORC, AVRO data
formats

250 TB
of data processed daily

“

“We primarily use Starburst for reporting
and dashboard queries,” adds the engineer.
“90 to 95% of analytics have to serve from

Starburst Enterprise.

Starburst. We do also support ad hoc queries

Querying an Expanding Cloud Data Lake

and complex analytics, and some exploratory

Not long ago, the company had a major data center footprint and

machine learning and data science activity.

relied on an expensive Java + MySQL stack. The business was

We use on-demand ad hoc Trino clusters to

growing rapidly, and the company recognized that this approach
would not scale cost-effectively, so they set out to build a more
available, scalable, and flexible system.
Today, the data engineering team operates a cloud-only
environment with 100% of its data in its Amazon Simple Storage
Service (S3) data lake. Starburst Enterprise is the query engine
that helps its users transform this raw data into actionable
business intelligence. “The only interactive query engine we
have in GDP is Starburst Trino,” says the engineer in charge of
the cloud initiative.

serve A/B testing experiment results, and
we started using Starburst for real-time
reporting and visualization.”

Leading Online Ordering & Delivery Platform Accelerating Analysis of 521K Daily Orders with Starburst

The company operates two production clusters in AWS which average around 120 nodes. They also use on-demand Starburst Enterprise
clusters for job-specific workloads throughout the day. This allows the data engineering team to dynamically spin up a cluster, run
queries, and then power it down again to minimize compute costs.

Starburst Enterprise vs. Open Source Trino
on Amazon EMR

fit both a large ad hoc query and one centered around
scheduled tight SLA reporting. Starburst allowed data
engineers to split these into two different clusters,

Starburst unlocks the value of data by making it fast and easy to

one geared toward reporting and the other optimized

access anywhere. The direct benefits to the company, relative

for ad hoc queries, allowing each to perform better.

to Open Source Trino on Amazon EMR, include:

Improved Security

Faster Performance

Quickly growing and publicly traded companies require

While Open Source Trino on Amazon EMR was a

stronger controls around data access. Starburst

great solution for the customer as they moved from

Enterprise’s integration with Apache Ranger, which

on-prem to AWS, they needed an Enterprise grade

delivers authentication, authorization, role-based

software that could continue to scale with their

and table-level security, has proven essential.

growth. By adding Starburst Enterprise the customer
has been able to drive a higher successful query

Starburst Enterprise adds the ability to mask table

rate, leading to additional adoption by end users.

columns for specific users and groups ensuring data
is accessed with maximum data protection and that

Reduced Costs

the company adheres to its internal security policies.

Due to the higher successful query rate, Starburst
was able to reduce the customers cost by removing

Faster Insights at Lower Cost with
Starburst Enterprise

the risk of unsuccessful queries that can occur
at scale when using Open Source Trino.

As the company works to secure its leadership in an

Cluster Optimization

increasingly competitive market, Starburst Enterprise is

Starburst allows the company’s data engineers to

providing the data engineering team with the reliable, scalable,

optimize clusters based on use cases. Initially the

high-performing, cost-effective platform it needs to support

team started with one cluster, but this resulted in

end users and extract business intelligence.

some production issues because user queries were
so different — a single Trino cluster setting might not

“

“The only interactive query engine we have is Starburst Trino.”
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